ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLÉAIRE
CERN EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

TRIPARTITE EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS FORUM (TREF)
109th Meeting

Thursday 20 October 2022 at 09.00

Participation by videoconference or in person

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Adoption of the Agenda
   Documents: CERN/TREF/494/Draft

2. Approval of the Summary Record of the 108th Meeting held on 18 May 2022
   Documents: CERN/TREF/495/Draft

3. Matters arising
   Oral

4. Cost-variation Index (personnel related) – Information for 2023 (F. Sonnemann)
   Documents: CERN/FC/6584/RA/Rev.

5. Diversity & Inclusion Report (L. Carvalho)
   Oral

6. Staff Rules and Regulations modifications concerning their approval by Council (J. Purvis)
   Documents: CERN/TREF/496

7. Staff Rules and Regulations (J. Purvis)
   7.1 Editorial changes
   7.2 Clarification of the article on paternity/co-parent leave (R II 4.24)
   Documents: CERN/TREF/497

8. Guarantee of health insurance coverage (R. Bello)
   Documents: CERN/TREF/498

9. Pension Fund Rules modifications (Graduate programme) (E. Clerc)
   Documents: CERN/TREF/499

10. TREF Terms of reference (B. Åsman and U. Bassler)
    Documents: CERN/TREF/500

12. AoB